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Robbery (Unarmed)
CPD Case# 14-6505-OF
CONCORD, NH - The Concord Police Department is asking the public for their assistance in
identifying the suspect in a recent robbery.
On February 12, 2014, at approximately 8:50 PM Concord Officers responded to Best Buy,
located at 78 D’Amante Drive, for a report of a strong-arm robbery that had just occurred.
Upon arrival it was reported that a store employee had observed two males and a female acting
suspicious while in the electronics section of the store. At some point one of the male subjects
grabbed a handful of Xbox video games and walked towards the store exit. The employee
followed the subject, who met with the other male and female just prior to the checkout lines.
All three then proceeded past the checkout lines without paying for the merchandise.
The employee quickly moved to the exit in an attempt to stop the three from leaving the store.
The employee told all three that they needed to stop at which point one of the males responded “I
don’t think so” and then bumped into him. At some point the employee felt a sharp pain in his
back and lost his balance. He then realized that one of the two males had punched him in the
back. The three subjects then fled the store. All three were observed leaving the parking lot in a
blue Nissan Maxima that had a driver's side tail light out.
The suspects are described as follows: the first male subject was wearing a black vest-like jacket
with a gray shirt underneath; the second male subject was wearing a black jacket; the female
subject was wearing a purple or pink jacket and pants. All three subjects are described as being
Caucasians with dark hair.
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The items alleged to have been stolen are as follows:
Game
Injustice
Madden
NHL 1
WWE 2K 14
Diablo 3

Price
$39.00
$50.00
$50.00
$49.00
$48.00

Qty
1
2
3
3
1

The total retail cost of the stolen merchandise is $484.00
Police have recovered video surveillance from store security and is asking the public to assist in
identifying the individuals of interest depicted in the photographs.

Female
Male #1 & female
Male #2
Anyone who has information relative to any criminal incident is asked to call the Concord
Regional Crimeline at (603) 226-3100, or submit information online to the website at:
www.concordregionalcrimeline.com, or Txt TIP234 and their message to CRIMES
(274637). Crimeline awards cash to anyone whose information leads to the arrest and
indictment of criminals. All tips remain anonymous.
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